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The game-accurate Wraith statue has bright eyes! Based on the dead daylight horror survival game. His right hand holds the weapon of the skull of the savage Azarov. Attach the Cry Bell to your left hand with a magnet! The tarpaulin at the base of the scrap dump is removable. This game of accurate dead in daylight Wraith 1:6 Scale
Premium Statue captures all the grotesque features of Wraith, with eyes that have light up LED glowing white in the dark! Just like in the game, the areas he's looking at are lit in red. The LED can be switched to red to create the same atmosphere! His wild weapon, Azarov's Skull, is firmly in his right hand and has finely sculpted details on
his skull and spine. The Cry bell is attached to the left hand with a magnet that allows the bell to appear alone without spoiling the shape of the shape. The base is made in the auto landfill image of Autohaven Wreckers, and the tarp covering a pile of scrap removable for more display changes. Company: Gecco Theme: Video Game
Product Type: Statues Age: 15 - Country of Origin: China Packaging Height: 18.00 Packaging Width: 8.00 Packaging Length: 12.00 Weight: 6,000 Trapper Trapper The Hillbilly Please include social cookies on our website for this content to appear. Philippe Oyomo came to this country with nothing but hope for a new beginning. He was
happy when he was offered a job at Autohaven Wreckers. A small scrapyard where bribed police turned a blind eye to several shady businesses that took place. Ohomo didn't care. He saw criminal activity up close in his homeland, and until he got involved, he let it all be. He just fixed the cars and handled the crusher. Something he did
very well. The car entered and a small, metal cube came out. It wasn't until one gloomy day that he, just by accident, saw a little blood from one of the un-crushed cars. When he opened the trunk, he found a young man gagged and with his hands tied with panic eyes. Ohomo freed the man, who managed to run ten feet before Ohomo's
boss stopped him and slit his throat. As Ojomo demanded answers he got explained to him that he was nothing more than a mere executioner, as more or less every car had a soul in them, as it was the service of the dump provided by certain customers. Ojomo flicked and went ballistic. He threw his boss into the crusher and allowed him
to slowly shrink as his head sticking out, Ojomo grabbed him and pulled his head and spine out of his body. Then he left and was never seen again. The ghost is a stealth killer, capable of cloak and uncloak to ring his crying bell. His personal privileges, Predator, Bloodhound and Shadowborn, give him additional abilities to track and find
survivors, making him a very effective hunter. Your acute tracking ability allows you to hone on survivors. Scratching signs left by survivors much closer to each other, like the hunting smell of a dog, you smell traces of blood at a great distance. Distance. Blood stains are much more visible than usual and can be tracked over a longer
period. You have a keen vision in the darkness of the night. Your field of vision is increasing. Heavy cast-iron bell, impregnated with ancient abilities. Allows its user to enter and walk the spiritual world when it collapses. Press and hold the power button to the cloak. Press and hold the power button again while the cloak to shrug off, giving
a splash of speed when re-appearing. While cloak, Wraith is provided with increased speed of movement and almost complete invisibility. There is another phenomenon, more terrible than anything I have ever seen, hunting among the shadows here. It moves like a silhouette, appearing and disappearing to the sound of a terrible bell. It's
impossible to trace him. Several times he caught me without me even seeing him closing in. Stay put and watch out for the fog. Don't move, don't blink and don't breathe for God's sake. If you can control your fear long enough and can show self-control, sometimes you can see it flickering as it slides forward if caught only in the right light. I
pray for your safety. - Benedict Baker in the magazine, November 1896 on Wraith Philip Ojomo or Ghost is one of 21 Assassins currently featured in the dead by daylight . It was introduced as a member of the original Killer Trio, which was released with the game on June 14, 2016. Review Wraith is a stealth killer, capable of cloaking and
uncloak on the ringing of his Crying Bells. His personal privileges, Predator, Bloodhound, and Shadowborn, give him additional abilities to track and find survivors, making him a very effective hunter. It's all about tracking down and hunting survivors, making it easier to catch and kill them. Complexity Rating: Intermediate (based on the
amount of time and effort that is needed to properly learn to play it and use its power effectively) Lore Additional Knowledge can be found in Volume IV - Persuasion: Algebra Infinite Night. Philippe Oyomo came to this country with nothing but hope for a new beginning. He was happy when he was offered a job at Autohaven Wreckers. A
small scrapyard where bribed police turned a blind eye to several shady businesses that took place. Ohomo didn't care. He saw criminal activity up close in his homeland, and until he got involved, he let it all be. He just fixed the cars and handled the crusher. Something he did very well. The car entered and a small, metal cube came out.
It wasn't until one gloomy day that he, just by accident, saw a little blood from one of the un-crushed cars. When he opened the trunk, he found a young man gagged and with his hands tied with panic filled his eyes. Ohomo freed the man to whom run ten feet before Ohomo's boss stopped him and slit his throat. As Ojomo demanded
answers he got explained to him that he was nothing more than a mere executioner as more or less every car car shower in them as it was the maintenance of the landfill provided by certain customers. Ojomo flicked and went ballistic. He threw his boss into the crusher and allowed him to slowly shrink as his head sticking out, Ojomo
grabbed him and pulled his head and spine out of his body. Then he left and was never seen again. Wraith's Perks Is a privilege that only starts to appear in Bloodweb Ghost. After reaching Level 30, Teachable versions of these perks can be found: Predator - Level 30 Bloodhound - Level 35 Shadowborn - Level 40 After receiving, other
killers will be able to find Wraith Privileges in their respective Bloodwebs from now on. Predator Your Acute Tracking Ability allows you to hone in on the disruptions left running Survivors. Scratches left by the survivors appear / Closer to each other. Never stop moving and hope you're always two steps ahead of the beast. - Unknown,
Bloodhound Notebook How hunting smell of a dog, you smell traces of blood at a great distance. Fresh blood stains are much more visible than usual and can be tracked for 2/3/4 seconds longer than usual. Pebbles shimmering in the moonlight; my life dripping down the trail is so easy to follow. Shadowborn You have a poignant vision in
the darkness of the night. The field of view is increased by 9/12/15. Profit field of view does not fit. Shining in the dark, his eyes pierce the night and sting your soul. Load weapons: Azarov Azarov's skull is the ghost's main weapon. The teeth of death lie on Azarov's skull and spine. If he hits the survivor, the Ghost wipes the blood on the
blades with his fingers. He wipes blood from his hand like Trapper with the same animation. During his camouflage/undisguised animation, the Ghost will call his Wailing Bell with Azarov's skull. Power: The crying bell is a heavy cast-iron bell imbued with ancient powers. Allows the user to enter and walk the Spiritual World when running
away. WAILING BELL: Tap and hold the power button to the cloak. Tap and hold it again to shrug off, giving the speed a blast for 1 second after re-appearing. The Cry bell can be heard at an altitude of up to 24 meters, and the accompanying noise up to 40 meters. Cloak: Provides almost complete invisibility when moving. Complete
invisibility when standing still. Grants increased the speed of movement (5.06 m/s). Provides an undetectable status effect. Can't attack when disguised, but can interact with environmental objects. Exposure to bright light causes Wraith to automatically re ridd. Power Trivia It takes 3 seconds to uncloak and 1.5 seconds to make the cloak
by default. The Cry bell can be heard at a distance of up to 24 meters. The accompanying sound can be heard at an altitude of up to 40 meters. Supplements for Wailing Bell Add-ons support Mouse-over functionality (desktop only): hovering over the words of the cursor modifier will show the values behind them. In mobile browsers,
values appear small After the after Words. Desktop users who have mouse problems can temporarily switch to a mobile view at the bottom of the article page. Description of the name of the Snake Icon - Soot Symbol Laokeye, representing the trick, is a finger stretched out of soot on the body of the bell. Wraith will be uncloak completely
after breaking pallets or damaging generators when camouflaged. Dog - The Soot Wonnug symbol, representing an incomparable tracker, is a finger stretched out of soot on the body of the bell. Fresh traces of blood are more visible than usual. Ghost - Soot Symbol of Hugwemuu, representing the spiritual world, is pulled from the soot on
the body of the Bell. After rocking, the radius of terror Wraith and the red spot will remain subdued for 6 seconds. Beast - Soot Symbol Kunvulju, representing the kingdom of fear, is pulled from the soot on the body of the Bell. The radius of the Ghost's terror is no longer suppressed in camouflage. Provides 100% Bloodpoints Bonus for
Pursuit and Surprise Attack Score Events. The Clapper Bell cotton bone is made of a polished piece of bone. Causes the sounds of Crying Bell echo and strain chaotically. Survivors can no longer discern the distance or direction of the Cry Bell. Blink - The Mud Kratin symbol, representing a quick passage, is a finger drawn in the mud on
the body of the bell. Time for the Phantom's disappearance. Windstorm - Mud Ohuwe-Onmnea symbol representing a howing storm, fingers in the mud on the body of the bell. The speed of Wraith's movement when cloaked. Wraith's traffic speed while uncloaking. Swift Hunt - Dirt Symbol Kuntin-Takho, which is a quick descent on prey, is
drawn with a finger in the mud on the body of the Bell. Ghost time. Blind Warrior - Mud Baikra-Kaeug is a symbol representing ferocity, fingers drawn in the mud on the body of the bell. Unexpected attacks affect survivors with the effect of blindness status. Windstorm - The white symbol Ohuwe-Onmnea, representing a howing storm,
stamped with white ink on the bell's body. The speed of Wraith's movement when cloaked. Wraith's traffic speed while uncloaking. Swift Hunt - a white symbol of Kuntin-Takho, which is a quick descent to prey, stamped with white ink on the body of the bell. Ghost time. Shadow Dance - The white symbol of Yiwarick, representing dark
synergy, is stamped in white ink on the bell's body. Window Asylum, Pallet Break, and Generator Damage Time when cloak. Blink - The white symbol of Kratin, representing a quick passage, stamped in white ink on the bell's body. Time for the Phantom's disappearance. The Blind Warrior is a white symbol of Baikra-Kaug, representing
ferocity, stamped in white ink on the bell's body. Unexpected attacks strike survivors with disfigured and haemorrhagic status effects until fully healed. Windstorm - Blood Ohuwe-Onmnea symbol representing howt storm, stamped in blood on body The speed of Wraith's movement when cloaked. Wraith's traffic speed while uncloaking.
Swift Hunt - The bloody symbol of Kuntin-Takho, which is a quick descent into prey, stamped in blood on the body of the Bell. Ghost time. Shadow Dance - The bloody symbol of Ivarica, representing dark synergy, is stamped in the blood on the body of the Bell. Window Asylum, Pallet Break, and Generator Damage Time when cloak. All to
see - Blood Kra-Frabai symbol representing the Essence watching us, stamped in blood on the head of the bell. Opens up the hidden potential in Aura's ability to read Wraith's. Coxcombed Clapper with a simple coxcomb knotted rope wrapped around Bella Clapper to drown out his sound. From it comes an evil aura. Randers Crying Bell
is completely silent. All to see - Spirit Symbol of Kra-Frabai, representing the Essence, watching us, ominously glows on the head of the Bell. It opens up huge potential in the Aura reading ability of Wraith. Achievements Home article: Achievements There are currently 2 Achievements related to Wraith. The value of console achievements,
different from the steam (PC) version of Dead by Daylight, is written in Purple. Icon Title Adept Wraith Achieves a merciless victory with Ghost, using only his unique privileges: Predator, Bloodhound and Shadowborn. Go Scares With Ghost, Land 100/50 Surprise Attacks on Survivors Comes Out of the Cloak. Set-up players can customize
their character by selecting one style of equipment from each category. The bloodied outfit comes after Wraith reaches the level of 50 and prestige. Some garments can only be worn if the corresponding DLC is owned. Clothes Wraith includes: Default Icon Name Body Rarity Description Additional notes Wraith Common Alas cries ghost,
such tears of blood. The dark cloak common once a lovely cloak now cake in offal its prey. Azarov's axe of the common teeth of death lies on Azarov's skull and spine. Skull Crusher Common sharpened, rusty parts of the car are tied to the bone to make each hit more visceral. An alternative setting by default Of Azarov's Axe Prestige Icon
Body Name Rare Description Additional notes Bloody Wraith Rare Blood Mask hides the eyes from a certain death. The Third Prestige Reward Dripping Blood Cloak Rare outfit is a shade, blood and dirt. 2nd Prestige Reward Bloody Azarov Axe Rare When blood is in full swing, his weapon glitters thick with rolled blood. 1st Prestige
Reward Special Icon Title Organ Rare Description Event marked Bloodlust axe Common blunt piece of iron, created in arms to crush bones and muscles in a bloody pump. Almost imperceptible whisper echoes in the owner's head: 'anoyk yeqkany'ye hvay'k l'gnoo eydokl'x: ammk'ix. 1st Anniversary Anniversary Hallows' Eyes Uncommon
Something Wicked pierces the shadows of this terrible night. Have a fabulous Halloween 2016! -Dead daylight team 2016 Halloween Event Frosty Eyes Unusual Hearts cooling eyes cold-blooded. There is a beautiful winter 2017-2018! - Dead daylight team Winter Solstice 2017 Event Icon Name Organa Rare Description Event Exclusive
Event Engagement Crown Faces Grand Event Crown, emanating from a festive and sinister aura created by the biggest fan of the entity. The fourth anniversary of the Yes DLC Icon Title Body Rarity Description of DLC Swift Strikes - White Unusual Symbol Of Kuntin-Weiche, representing rapid and deadly aggression, is a finger drawn in
white paint. Bloodied Owl Bag - White Unusual Ug-Wufo character, representing the flying hunter of the night, fingers drawn in white paint. Mr. Bing Bon's bloodied bag is an unusual unique look for Wraith, created for Marth88. Charity Case Exclusives Icon Title Body Rarity Description Event Legacy Wraith 1 Very Rare Touch Of Essence
leaves burning scars and blisters of light. Is it a gift or a curse? Legacy Prestige Reward Legacy Wraith 2 Very rarely touch Essence leaves burning scars and blisters of light. Is it a gift or a curse? Legacy Prestige Reward Legacy Wraith 3 Very rarely touch Essence leaves burning scars and blisters of light. Is it a gift or a curse? Legacy
Prestige Archive Archives Icon Title Body Rare Description Collection Tom Tier Occult Cloak Rare sturdy mask made of bark that allowed him to venture into the woods undetected. The night Whistler Woodland Rites 1 31 Clothes tormented by rare garbs taken from those who ventured too far from their home. Night Rites Whistler
Woodland 1 9 Oaken Spine rare branches are carved into the development of the spine. Night Whistler Woodland Rites 1 17 Glowing Vigil (Orange) Very rare this wax monument serves as a vigil in the last scrap of humanity, as well as hatred of the tia inside. No Equipment No Collection 2 12 Shrouded Intentions very rarely somewhere
under the hood is conflict, uncertainty, and- above all-fury. The Ghost of Revenge Condemnation 4 35 Fire in a very rare What was once good and clean is now burned like hell inside it. So hot that one day it will leave nothing but cold, dry ash. The Spectre of Revenge Convictions 4 1 Axe Reprisal A very rare weapon, shattered along with
garbage from a pile of scrap metal, and the skull of a man who deserved everything he received. Ghost Revenge Condemnation 4 68 Completed Costumes Icon Title Organa Rarity Description Collection by Tom Tiers Night Whistler Rare It visits those who pay attention to themselves whistling in the woods late at night. Woodland Rites 1
9.17.31 The Phantom of Revenge's Very Rare All-Consumption of Hate begins as a spark of injustice. All he needs from there is a drop of kerosene. Conviction 4 1.35.68 In The Game Shop Equipment to view the content icon Title Rare Description Of the Content Collection Price Bad Omen Common Common veil of the night, the bell
rings. Ripped Cloak (Cloudy) Ashen Wraps (Cloudy) Wraith Aberrations 90 1800 Bad Omen Common Through the veil of night, the bell rings. Ripped Cloak (Umbral) Ashen Wraps (Umbral) Wraith Aberrations 90 1800 Bad Omen Common Through the veil of the night, the bell rings. Ripped Cloak (Shady) Ashen Wraps (Shady) Wraith
Aberrations 90 1800 Bad Omen Common Through the veil of the night, the bell rings. Ripped Cloak (Somber) Ashen Wraps (Somber) Wraith Aberrations 90 1800 Bad Omen Common Through the veil of night, the bell rings. Ripped Cloak (Gloomy) Ashen Wraps (Gloomy) Wraith Aberrations 90 1800 Death Trap Uncommon For every
shredded car was taken shower. Shredder's Cloak (Grim) Fetid Wraps (Grim) The Pulverizer 180 3600 Death Uncommon Blow For every shredded car was taken shower. Cape (cruel) Acrid Wraps (cruel) Pulverizer 180 3600 Shadow Walker Rare Bells gatherings for those whose time has come. They were warned. Shadow Face Wrap
Shadow Vest Bloodied sickle knife Grim Tidings 675 13500 weathering scarecrow A very rare emptiness of humanity, nothing but weathering husks of torment and rage remains. Hessian Head Root and Branch Blood Reaver Withering Harvest 1080 21600 The Angel of Music Very Rare Mysterious Figure sings in the dark, forcing the
grieving nurse to find her voice again. Masquerade Evening Clothing Heart miss Smithson Tragic Love Opera 1080 Wax Sorcerer very rarely the darkness burns brightly inside. With it comes the anger and violence of a man forced to kill. The glowing vigil of Fury Waist Wrap Bloodied Spine Blade Burning Rage 1080 21600 Mangled
Wrecker Very rare Returning to the place where it all began, he contemplates a time when he was a decent man. Chain Tied Charred Scraps Country Roads Route 66 1080 Wetlands Wrecker Very Rare Wraith ventured into the mangrove swamps, covering his hands in the mud. He cleaned materials from broken cars to cover the rest of
his body. The leather cloak of the Scaly Wraps Raw Spine Bayou Vehicle 1080 21600 Seep Hollow Event attempted prototype with a unique, otherworldly densely damaged quality. Putrid cavity cavity Vine Oozing Spine Hallowed Blight 1080 Heads Expand to view the contents of the Icon Title Rare Description Collection Price Ripped
Cloak (Umbral) Common ripped leather cloak, stained with a thin layer of dirt and dirt. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Ripped Cloak (Somber) A common torn leather cloak stained with a thin layer of dirt and dirt. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Ripped Cloak (Shady) A common torn leather cloak stained with a thin layer of dirt
and dirt. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Ripped Cloak (Gloomy) A common torn leather cloak stained with a thin layer of dirt and dirt. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Ripped Cloak (Cloudy) Common torn leather cloak, stained with a thin layer of dirt and dirt. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Cloak (Grim) Unusual
traditional cloak with symbols painted in limestone limestone The Death Trap Pulverizer 100 1800 Reaper Cloak (cruel) Unusual traditional cloak with symbols painted in limestone waste. Deadly Strike Pulverizer 100 1800 Shadow Face Wrap Rare Wrap your face in the bloodied fabric of your prey and take in the shadows to chase the
next victim. Shadow Walker Grim Tidings 250 4500 Hessian Head is very rare to bag a bag with short sticks where the brain should be. Weathering scarecrow withered 400 7200 Masquerade A very rare pale, crusted mask that hides a dead, yellowed fleshed face that no one dared to love. As long as perhaps ... Angel of Music Tragic
Love Opera 400 Glowing Vigil Very rarely This wax monument serves as a vigil in the last scrap of humanity, as well as hatred chiss inside. Wax sorcerer Burning Rage 400 7200 Chain bound very rarely He returned from the spiritual world, changed. Metal chains and plates merged with him, as if memories of his former life as a pest had
merged with his physical form. Disfigured Wrecker Route 66 400 Leather cloak very rarely He sought revenge for his unfair fate as he made his way through the dirty water. Leather fabric scraped the scales of his withers leather cloak. The Wetlands Wrecker Bayou vehicle 400 7200 Putrid Cavity event crippled heart thumping faintly
against the hollowed-out trunk of its arid sternum. Seep Hollow Consecrated Blight 400 Bodies Expand to view the contents of the Icon Name Rarity Description Collection Price Ashen Wraps (Umbral) Common contaminated body wraps, belts and soot. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Ashen Wraps (Somber) Common contaminated
body wraps, belts and soot. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Ashen Wraps (Shady) Common contaminated body wraps, belts and soot. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Ashen Wraps (Gloomy) Common contaminated body wraps, belts and soot. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Ashen Wraps (Cloudy) Common
contaminated body wraps, belts and soot. Bad Omen Wraith Aberrations 50 900 Fetid Wraps (Grim) Uncommon Crusty body wraps with blood spatter. Death Trap Pulverizer 100 1800 Acrid Wraps (cruel) Unusual Crispy Body wraps with blood spatter. The fatal blow of Pulverizer 100 1800 Shadow West Is a rare leather vest and waist
wraps, collared cloak and shroud. Accept the cold, dark caress of shadows because they are your only refuge. Shadow Walker Grim Tidings 300 4500 Root and Branch very rarely roots grow out of it, or out of the ground? The weathered scarecrow withered 400 7200 Evening Wear A very rare dark cloak covering a suit, fastened by a
disfigured angel, inspires both fear and respectability. Angel of Music Tragic Love Opera 400 Fury Waist Wrap Very rare traditional wrap dress worn during rituals. It is in a rich decorative belt. Wax Sorcerer Burning Rage 400 7200 Charred Scratches Very Rare Rusty Steel and slices along his body, sharp edges scraping with every
moment. It was the same fate as his sacrifices he fed in a crusher, though they may have been granted Death. The mutilated Wrecker Route 66 400 Scaly Wraps Very Rare Rusted Steel from an old car abandoned in a swamp covered its flesh. The Wetlands Wrecker Bayou vehicle 400 7200 Withal Vines Event Body wraps ragged sharp,
spiky vines. Trickle Hollow Consecrated Blight 400 Weapon Expand to view the contents of the Icon Title Rarity Description Collection Price Spotted sickle knife rare this sickle-shaped blade was once used for harvest. Now it has been repurposed for the apparent purpose of cleaning thorns and organs. No Equipment Grim Tidings 250
4500 Soot-symbol sickle knife rare this sickle-shaped blade was once used for harvest. Now it has been repurposed for the apparent purpose of cleaning thorns and organs. No Outfit Grim Tidings 250 Bloodied sickle knife rare this sickle blade was once used for harvest. Now it has been repurposed for the apparent purpose of cleaning
thorns and organs. Shadow Walker Grim Tidings 250 4500 Blood Reaver A very rare rusty blade that scraped and sawed its way through flesh and bone. The weathered scarecrow withered 400 7200 Heart miss Smithson very rarely the young heart of his pupil beats under the dome of the bell, providing an ominous pulse. Angel of Music
Tragic Love Opera 400 Raw Spine Blade Very rare improvised blade, fashioned from the spine and skull of the unfortunate victim. Dark synergy promos through each vertebra. No Equipment Burning Rage 400 7200 Chrome Spine Blade Very rare makeshift blade fashioned from the spine and skull of the unfortunate victim. Dark synergy
promos through each vertebra. No Equipment Burning Rage 400 Bloodied Spine Blade Very rare makeshift blade fashioned from the spine and skull of the unfortunate victim. Dark synergy promos through each vertebra. Wax sorcerer Burning Rage 400 7200 Country Roads Very rare twisted number plates curl over a rusty pipe; memory
of the sights once seen, and many that have been lost along the way... Hands. The mutilated Wrecker Route 66 400 Raw Spine is a very rare reptile spine of decaying flesh from its previous murders. The Wrecker Bayou Vehicle 400 7200 Oozing Spine Event, planted in Azarov's skull, dribbles on each vertebra, masking the soulful cry of
an ancient bell. The Trickle Hollow Consecrated Blight 400 DLC Home article: Downloadable Content Wraith is now part of 3 DLC Packages: Affordable DLC Bloodied Bag Charity Case YouTubers / Streamers Exclusives - Ohmwrecker Exclusive Tips When Masking, Survivors See Only Flicker Moving Across the Map. Less astute
survivors may not realize his closeness to them until it is too late. Standing still for a moment when the cloak turns it completely invisible. Keep your distance when chasing survivors to get a jump on them. U The ghost still has a collision. You can use this to lock the Windows body and narrow escape routes without coming off and
preparing to attack Survivor. Beware of flashlights! Having Having shone at you when you're uncloaking or invisible can stun you even if you don't look at it. The cry bell can only be heard by survivors who are very close and silent when further away. The sound of Woosh accompanying the successful cloak/uncloak can be heard a little
further. If you are chasing Survivor and getting too much ground on you, it is a good idea to cloak and chase them. Wraith moves much faster when cloak and close distances faster. It also makes it more difficult for Running Survivor to follow you. If Survivor uses Dead Hard, you can bait it by clicking Wailing Bell, making Survivor think
you're going on a swing, prompting them to use Perk prematurely. The little things are the surname Ojomo of Nigerian origin, which means change, freedom, risk. Wraith is associated with Autohaven Wreckers Realm in Laura. The ghost is perhaps inspired by the Grim Reaper Trail as it carries a spit, triggers a toll bell, and can hide from
survivors. The alpha name of the Ghost was Banshee. In the game files, he was sometimes nicknamed Bob. Shortly before the Ghost brandishes his weapon, a noise similar to a xylophone is heard as he lifts it over his head. The Ghost's breath sounds like a quiet, distorted growl, as if he had an overloaded throat. Wraith is one of two
killers suffering from a unique game mechanic called Lightburn. Essence imbued Wraith father Crying Bell with his powers during Wraith's transition to murderer. Gallery For more go to the Wraith Gallery in profile maps Wraith's Model (no texture) marked Bloodlust axe model Wraith's Fan Art (Made Anin00tLikesThings) by Philip Ojomo as
a child, moments before becoming a Ghost. Ghost. the wraith dead by daylight perks. the wraith dead by daylight backstory. the wraith dead by daylight build. the wraith dead by daylight tips. the wraith dead by daylight costume. the wraith dead by daylight wallpaper. how to counter the wraith dead by daylight. how to beat the wraith dead
by daylight
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